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ABSTRACT
In this scenario, the need to efficiently analyze this kind of data is
increasing because of characteristics of such big data, especially
their huge and sometimes unpredictable variety. Twitter alone, with
320 M active users every month and more than 500 M tweets per
day, could represent an important source of information. For this
research, we are focusing solely on social networks. The reason for
this choice is that they are increasingly becoming a platform where
people will comfortably update their status and share or retrieve
information about the world in real time. Often news is spreading
through them faster than in traditional channels because user cap-
illarity worldwide makes it possible. In particular, we will focus
on Twitter, because its micro-blogging nature makes it suitable for
this kind of purpose. It questions the concept of a small private
community of friends in favor of less private, less personal broad-
cast communications of common interest. Another reason why we
chose Twitter is because semantic value of hashtags, their power
in summarizing tweet content and the spreading model through
the social network that allows us to highlight clusters of topics
by focusing on these tags.One of the objectives of this thesis is
to show how data mining can provide useful techniques to deal
with these huge datasets for retrieving information to detect and
analyze trending topics and the corresponding user’s interactions
with them. We identified in Association Rules identification and
evolution in time, a systematic approach to conduct the analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interest in social networks analysis has been growing recently since
they represent one of the biggest resources for the well-known big
data context. The main innovation coming from them, is related
to the capability of providing a channel of data generation used
by billions of users everyday [21]. However, data does not mean
information. Data is raw and it should be processed to gain useful
and human understandable content.

When we deal with social data, some considerations are needed
because as well as being a very big source, it is non-structured,
dynamic and normally contains noise. Moreover, the information
we can extract from them is usually related to real life events. This
means that the analysis should be done in real time to be considered
reasonable.

The scientific community seems to accept data mining as the
most appropriate technique for generating useful information from
such big dataset but a preprocessing phase is normally needed in a
non-structured context.

For these reasons our research will focus on social network data
provided by Twitter with the aim of finding a systematic way to
make the analysis efficient and scalable. We find in association rule
mining the best approach to extract useful information in order to
identify and track events in real time. We took inspiration from
the market basket analysis [2] where the method was used to find
correlations between items bought together a certain number of
time.

We transpose the idea of transactions into the social context
transforming tweets into itemsets composed of the hashtags they
contain. We take advantage of the semantic values of hashtags in
summarizing tweet content through keywords in order to avoid
any text mining phase in preprocessing. In particular, we will ex-
amine two key points in our work that makes the whole analysis
interesting in terms of time and computational resources.

One is the implementation choice of using graph databases to
persist data pulled from the network. This new technology greatly
fit the need to model the real-world entity-relationship mechanism
especially into a relationships-centered environment, as social net-
works are.

They allow to explicitly save relationships and to query them
without executing join operations that compromise performance
when they deal with huge datasets.

The other key point concerns the methodology we use to choose
the datasets on which we generate association rules. We do not
apply any filters, except from the language, in pulling the network
but we developed a method to cluster tweets before executing the
association rules mining. The clustering process drastically reduces
the attribute space made by hashtags in every single execution of
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rules mining with the effect of reducing execution time and compu-
tational resources needed, without losing interesting information.

2 RULE MINING
In the recent years there have been a lot of researches conducted
on Twitter data for trending topic detection and events tracking but
none of those were used to track different events simultaneously
without applying filters in data collection phase. With our approach,
we developed a method for real time clustering of tweets on which
we execute the association rules mining analysis to track events in
a reasonable time. The clustering process reduces the number of
tweets we analyze together, finding which of them are correlated
and could generate interesting rules. Dealing with social networks,
with the huge number of feeds published daily and with the fact that
we decided to not do any pre-filtering activity, we will demonstrate
how the clustering process allows to save time during the execution
and computational resources without losing information. Finally,
once tweets are divided into clusters, the same analysis could be
executed on all of them in parallel with a further reduction in overall
execution time. The main idea for creating clusters is to find which
are the most popular hashtags in the dataset and then find which
hashtags are correlating to them. Despite of many researches on this
topic, our work shows that any filtering is needed for classifying
tweets. Moreover, our algorithm does the classification in real time,
explicitly saving a relationship entity between hashtags that appear
together when a tweet is pulled from the network, or incrementing
the relationship attribute called counter if it already exists.

We will use a graph database to save tweets and relationships
between them. Saving relationships explicitly give us a strong com-
petitive advantage with respect to other implementations that use
relational databases since we do not need to execute join operations.
Finally, in order to find association rules that represents the final ob-
jective of our work, we decided to treat tweets as transactions. We
took inspirations from association rule mining in market baskets
(Agrawal, Imieliński et al. 1993a).

Moreover, we decide to use hashtags as items and tweets con-
taining hashtags as transactions on which applying Weka imple-
mentation of the Apriori algorithm.

We define two type of entities:
1. TWEET in which we saved as attributes:
- ID: long - the unique ID Twitter assigns to each tweet.
- Text: string - tweet content.
- Author: long - the author ID Twitter assigns to each user.
- IsRetweet: boolean – true if the tweet is a retweet, false in all

other cases.
- IsAnswer: boolean – true if the tweet is an answer to another

one, false in all other cases.
- Hashtags: string – comma separated list of hashtags contained

by the tweet.
- Timestamp: long – creation timestamp.
2. HASHTAG in which we saved as attributes:
- Text: string - the hashtag itself.
Moreover, we defined two type of relationship: TAGS: unidirec-

tional relationship between a hashtag and a tweet that contains it
and APPEAR_TOGETHER: conceptually bidirectional relationship
between hashtags that appear together at least in one tweet. Within

APPER_TOGETHER relationship we keep track of how many times
two hashtags appear together through an attribute called count.

3 ALGORITHMWORKFLOW
The algorithm can be divided into three main phase. The first

step is data retrieval in which we extract tweets published in the
network and we saved them into the graph.

The second step, is a key point of our research, because doing
the clustering we drastically reduce time in finding association
rules without losing information. This steps starts specifying one
or more hashtags on which we would like to focus on. Once these
are defined, all correlated hashtags are extracted, forming the space
field in which rules will be calculated. From these hashtags, we then
extract all tweets that contains at least one of them. They represent
the tweet subset identified, correlated with the topic described by
hashtags correlation. At this point, starting from tweets, another
step would be needed to find hashtags contained by each of them.
This operation implies a high cost in terms of time since we need
to follow all incoming relationships for each tweet that belongs to
the cluster. In order to avoid this, we add the list of hashtags also
as a tweet property in form of string, made by comma separated
hashtags. Moreover, it is exactly what we will save in the CSV file
and it will represent the corresponding tweet in association rules
mining analysis.

The first step of our Java application is the information retrieval.
What we consider as information, are tweets that, for a certain
period, are published on the social network.

For this research, we decide to not do any prefiltering activities
on tweets retrieval except for the language. The choice of filtering
on English language is purely technical: give us the opportunity to
not consider languages that is not understandable from our side
even if, at the same time, represent huge quantity of information
on Twitter network (Eg. Chinese, Arab languages, etc).

We pull Twitter network through Twitter4j API, using Twitter
streaming endpoint. The choice of using this endpoint is because
we are interested in retrieving information that is flowing on the
network in a certain period. We do not interest in doing searches on
a certain topic but we only want information on which we can find,
by our approach, the most trending topics for that time. In order
to build an access point to Twitter streaming APIs, all we need is a
class that implements a StatusListener. Twitter4j will then create
a thread to consume the stream. The mechanism used is an event
handling process. Twitter4j implements on the StatusListener class,
the method onStatus where we can specify what happens each
time we receive a feed. The onStatus function is executed every
time a tweet is caught from the network, it is a callback function
that return a Status object 10. The Status object contains all the
information about the tweet that represent and provides all the
functions to access information we need. Every time a tweet is
caught, information should be saved in the graph. On the callback
execution, a node in the graph of TWEET type is created and relative
information is stored.Moreover, every hashtag contained in the feed
should be saved as well as a HASHTAG node type, only if it does not
exist yet. A relationship of TAGS type should be created to link the
hashtag with the current tweet. Finally, all hashtags within the same
tweet should be linked each other with an APPEAR_TOGETHER
relationship in a full connected subgraph. Information coming from
the APPEAR TOGETHER relationships is redundant. As we have
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Figure 1: Appear_together relationships

already discussed, even if relationships in Neo4j are declared as
monodirectional, they could be seen conceptually bidirectional.
Moreover, the Cypher Query Language support the need to cross
them in both ways.
Having a look at the figure 1, we can see that we could retrieve
hashtags that appear together within a tweet starting from the
tweet itself. In fact, each tweet is linked by a TAGS relationship
to all hashtags contained. This implies that, starting from a hash-
tag, we can find all hashtags that appear together with it, passing
through tweets that tags. The complexity of the process would
be very high since we would need a number of queries equals to
the number of tweet containing the hashtag on which we start
the correlation analysis. It would represent a serious problem in a
real-time process that potentially deal with millions of instances.
Instead, the choice of storing APPEAR TOGETHER relationships,
even introducing information redundancy, allow us to find out all
correlated hashtags just through one query, starting from one of
them without depending on the number of instances.

The clustering process begins when hashtags and mutual AP-
PEAR_TOGETHER relationships are stored into the graph. Our
algorithm builds cluster in real time when tweets are caught from
the network without any additional computation needed. Since our
analysis potentially involves billions of tweets and hashtags, we
have specified a method to choose which hashtags, within a cluster,
should be considered interesting.

First, once data are collected, our algorithm allow us to investi-
gate most popular hashtags on which extract the relative cluster.
Otherwise we can also specify one, making a sort of filtering around
an interesting topic represented by a hashtag. This scenario is imple-
mented in case we want to analyze a determinate event eventually
using the official hashtag. Once one or more hashtags are chosen,
the algorithm extract which hashtags in relative subgraphs are
considered interesting.

Themain idea of filtering hashtags we do not consider interesting
is based on the fact that, reducing the space in which we will look
for association rules, we obtain a significant decrease in execution
time without losing information. We consider a correlation between
two hashtags “interesting”, if they appear together a certain number
of time in tweets that belong to the sample on which we are doing

Figure 2: Clustering process

the analysis. To do this systematically, we need to define a threshold
value.

In order to explain the mining of the threshold we are going
to use an example. From now on, we will call the hashtag chosen
to build the cluster, pivot. To build the cluster we only consider
hashtags directly connected with the pivot and eventually relation-
ships between them but only if, singularly, all of them reach the
threshold value on the direct relationship with the pivot.
To keep track of the number of time two hashtags appear together,
we use the count property defined into the APPEAR_TOGETHER
relationship. Consider two hashtags: a and b, both connected with
the pivot and a threshold s. They will be part of the cluster if and
only if the number of time they appear together with the pivot out
of the total number of tweets that contain the pivot itself, overcomes
s. Moreover, if both satisfy the threshold and they are also mutual
connected, this relationship is carried into the cluster. The choice
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of using a threshold value on the pre-processing phase seems to
be useless since the minimum support applied by association rules
mining algorithm will exclude all correlated hashtags from gener-
ated rules if they do not overcome the threshold. The reason why
we decide to apply a pre-processing filter on hashtags occurrences
comes from the need to make the space search smaller, in order to
save computational resources. In fact, experimentally, we notice
that, without applying this threshold, we generated a search field
made by thousands of hashtags. Thinking about how the Apriori
algorithm works, most of them, would disappear automatically in
frequent itemsets generation but they could cause the generation of
a huge number of candidate sets. The very low minimum support
we use to calculate association rules do not help the process in this
sense. For example, if there are 103 frequent 1-itemsets, the Apriori
will need to generate more than 105 candidate 2-itemset, causing
several Weka crashes for RAM lack.

Our choice to adapt tweets as transactions in a transactional data-
base comes from the fact that this kind of data model fits well the
need to find association rules (Kotsiantis, Kanellopoulos 2006b). We
transform a tweet in a list of item that sum up the content in terms
of topics it contains. Scientific community recognizes the semantic
value of hashtags in summarizing tweet content (Romero, Meeder
et al. 2011) and we exploit it in order to avoid text mining technics
to tokenize the tweet. Items that make a transaction representation
of the tweet are hashtags it contains. The graph structure allows
us to extract hashtags contained by a tweet but, for performance
reasons, we introduced a redundancy in data, saving hashtags as
a property of the tweet. In this way, every node of TWEET type
has the hashtags property: a string with comma separated hashtags
text.

The output of this phase is a CSV file we will use as input to run
for Weka in order to execute the association rule mining analysis
through the Apriori algorithm.

3 EXPERIMENTS
Wemade different tests, but for lack of space we describe only a test
made by the public dataset of Roi Olimpics Tweet. In our test, we
define a correlation threshold for hashtags of 2%. In other words, it
means we consider two hashtags correlated if they appear together
at least the 2% of times the most popular once appears into tweets.
For example, if we consider two hashtags, A and B, with A the
most popular of them, we say that they are correlated and belong
to the same cluster, if at least the 2% of tweets that contains A,
contains also B. Moreover, we define the support and confidence
threshold in association rules mining as follow. For confidence,
we use the value of 0.5% because we noticed that, considering the
first 100 rules in support order for every cluster, they all overcome
this percentage. For support, we did some experiment in order
to find the best threshold to make the analysis reasonable. We
notice that we cannot find almost any association rules with a
less than 0.001% minimum support. Even if this value could seem
too low, it is justified by the fact that we are working on a very
huge sample without doing any pre-filtering activity. Values are in
line with other researches conducted on the same field (Adedoyin-
Olowe 2015). We need to mentioned that, when we run the Apriori
algorithm without using clustering, we use the same confidence

but a support of 0.0001% since we analyze ten clusters all together
that approximately means ten times the number of tweets with
respect to only one cluster.

The first test has been done on tweets retrieved from the 07th of
August to the 13th of August 2016.

- Sample dimension: 490971 tweets
- Execution time in association rules mining on clusters built

around ten most popular hashtags:
- MTVHottest – 0 min 1.407 sec
- PushAwardsLizQueen – 0 min 1.056 sec
- DolceAmoreOperation1010 – 0 min 1.096 sec
- VeranoMTV2016 – 0 min 1.400 sec
- Rio2016 – 0 min 4.021 sec
- PushAwardsKathNiels – 0 min 1.021 sec
- ALDUBsaAfrica – 0 min 1.082 sec
- MUFC – 0 min 1.120 sec
- Gameinsight – 0 min 1.042 sec
- USA – 0 min 6.625 sec
Execution time in association rules mining without using clus-

tering: 2 min 28.89 sec.
Full training set (hashtags) made by 86 attributes: #Archery,

#ARG, #ArtisticGymnastics, #Athletics, #AUS, #badminton, #basket-
ball, #Basketball, #bbcrio2016, #BRA, #BREAKING, #BringOnThe-
Great, #Bronze, #bronze, #CAN, #CHN, #cycling, #CyclingRoad,
#CyclingTrack, #DEN, #DipaKarmakar, #ESP, #Fencing, #fencing,
#FIJ, #Fiji, #FinalFive, #football, #FRA, #GBR, #GER, #Gold, #GOLD,
#gold, #gymnastics, #Hockey, #Ind, #IND, #IRQ, #ITA, #JAM,
#JPN, #Judo, #KheloIndia, #KOR, #LalitaBabar, #MichaelPhelps,
#NGR, #NZL, #Olympic, #OlympicGames, #olympics, #Olympics,
#Olympics2016, #OpeningCeremony, #Phelps, #PHI, #POR, #Rio,
#Rio2016, #RioOlympics, #RioOlympics2016, #rowing, #RSA,
#Rugby7s, #RugbySevens, #Silver, #silver, #SILVER, #SimoneBiles,
#SWE, #Swimming, #swimming, #TableTennis, #TeamCanada,
#TeamGB, #TeamUSA, #Tennis, #tennis, #USA, #USABMNT, #US-
ABWNT, #volleyball, #weightlifting, #WirfuerD, #yourteam
Whit the minimum support of 0.001% and a minimum confidence
of 0.5%, 115 rules have been found. For reasons of clarity, we only
show the first ten rules, ordered by confidence, and some others
that allow to understand the power of our algorithm to highlight
events and tracks their outcomes. Other rules have been omitted in
this paragraph because they do not give any information because
of the absence of semantic values in hashtags or they are redundant
with rules presented.

1. yourteam=t 122 ==> Rio2016=t 122 <conf:(1)>
2. Swimming=t BringOnTheGreat=t 46 ==> Rio2016=t 46
<conf:(1)>
3. KheloIndia=t Rio2016=t 28 ==> Hockey=t 28 <conf:(1)>
4. Gold=t ArtisticGymnastics=t 90 ==> USA=t 89 <conf:(0.99)>
5. CHN=t ITA=t 35 ==> USA=t 34 <conf:(0.97)>
6. CHN=t Rio2016=t ITA=t 33 ==> USA=t 32 <conf:(0.97)>
7. CHN=t USA=t 48 ==> Rio2016=t 46 <conf:(0.96)>
8. bronze=t gold=t 36 ==> silver=t 34 <conf:(0.94)>
9. CHN=t ITA=t 35 ==> Rio2016=t 33 <conf:(0.94)>
10. CHN=t USA=t ITA=t 34 ==> Rio2016=t 32 conf:(0.94)
11. Olympics=t NGR=t football=t 29 ==> Rio2016=t 27 conf:(0.93)
16. KheloIndia=t Hockey=t 31 ==> Rio2016=t 28 conf:(0.9)
17. GOLD=t FIJ=t 30 ==> Rio2016=t 27 <conf:(0.9)>
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18. NGR=t football=t 38 ==> Rio2016=t 34 conf:(0.89)
25. NGR=t DEN=t 35 ==> Rio2016=t 30 <conf:(0.86)>
43. Rugby7s=t Fiji=t 42 ==> Rio2016=t 31 conf:(0.74)
45. ArtisticGymnastics=t USA=t 123 ==> Gold=t 89
53. Gold=t Rugby7s=t 46 ==> FIJ=t 32
66. Fiji=t Rio2016=t 49 ==> Rugby7s=t 31 conf:(0.63)
77. Gold=t FIJ=t 52 ==> Rugby7s=t 32 <conf:(0.62)>
78. Tennis=t 149 ==> Rio2016=t 91 conf:(0.61)
An interesting information comes from rules 3 and 4. In the first
one, we immediately see that one of the most trending argument is
related to hockey discipline and the Indian team. During these days,
in fact, the men Indian team reached the quarter-finals after thirty-
six years. From these rules, we focus on the event but we do not
have any suggestion about the outcome. In the second one, instead,
we clearly understand that USA wins the gold medal in artistic
gymnastic discipline. In this case, we do not just have information
about the event itself, but also about the outcomes. In fact, having
a look at the training set, we find the hashtag #SimoneBiles, the
American athlete whowon four goldmedals in four different artistic
gymnastic disciplines exactly in these days. Probably, with a lower
minimum confidence index, we would find same rules involving
also the SimoneBiles hashtag that it would give us a complete
information. From rules 11, 18 and 25, we can see that something
happens that involves Nigerian and Danish football teams. In fact,
on the 13th of August, the Nigerian football team won against
Denmark and reached the semi-finals. Finally, from rules 17, 43, 57,
77, we can see that Fiji rugby team won the gold medal. Moreover,
it was the first-ever Olympic medal for the pacific island nation.
One more interesting thing is that, even with only a very small
training test, we have been able to underline the most important
events happened during days in which we made the analysis.

4 CONCLUSIONS
The main challenge of this work was to find out a systematic and
scalable approach to deal with non-structured data analysis. Our
decisions to focus on Twitter data because of its unstructured na-
ture and the huge number of raw data it can provide, suggests to
us the use of data mining techniques as a possible way to conduct
the analysis. We show as the direct application of one of the most
famous association rule mining algorithm, the Apriori, is not pos-
sible without a structuring phase in preprocessing. At this point
we took inspiration from market basket analysis, transforming
tweets in itemsets made by hashtags they contain, building a sort
of transactional database. The objective was to highlight, into the
Twitter feed, interesting topic and eventual correlations between
them, studying the correlation between hashtags. Trending topics
in social networks are usually related to real-life events and the
user’s engagement towards them. Given the consideration above,
we deal with some additional constraints. For example, the fact that
real-life event detection should be done in real time to be considered
valuable. For this reason, we focused our research on finding a way
to reduce execution time and computational resources needed.

We supposed that the main problem in executing association
rules mining could be the attribute space analyze each time and
not the number of transactions.

Other works on this field apply a prefiltration phase in pulling
the network to limit the number of keywords but we only filtered
non-english tweets. To solve this issue, we proposed a clustering
process to split hashtags, assigning them to smaller macro-areas
before looking for rules. Results obtained confirms our hypothe-
sis, showing as the execution time is in a quadratic relation with
respect to the number of attributes. The correctness of the process
is confirmed to the fact that we do not lose information in terms of
rules, executing the same analysis without applying clustering on
the same dataset.
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